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Samhain 2010 

Happy Samhain!  

 

Welcome to the final harvest of the year. We are entering the darkest part of the year. It 

is the time when we 

travel the labyrinth 

into the dark. 

Through the year 

we used our energy 

to prepare. Now we 

have to hope that 

we have prepared 

enough...  

 

as we wait in the 

dark...  

for the return of the 

light.  

 

This artwork was 

created by Orna 

Ben-Shoshan. 

Please check out 

more of her artwork 

within the rest of 

the issue.  

 

Blessings of the Goddess to you all,  

Dawn  
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Artwork: About the Artist - Orna Ben-Shoshan 

 

Alternative Realities lie parallel to the world we are familiar with... 

 

Orna Ben-Shoshan's artwork gives the viewer a rare and insightful visit to places beyond 

consciousness. Her paintings release the imagination and extend the limits of ordinary 

perception. In her colorful scenes, which take place in a distant world, creatures and 

objects interact in unpredictable ways and are uninfluenced by the laws of physics.  

 

Artist Orna Ben-shoshan receives the images she paints through channeling. Unlike 

most artists, all of her paintings are completed in her mind before she transfers them 

onto the canvas. Orna's works infuse deep spiritual experience with subtle humor.  

 

Critics remark that each of her pieces is a world unto itself. The images are executed 

with intricate detail and seasoned by a multitude of colors and decorative patterns that 

are influenced by her work as a designer.  

During her career as a fine artist for the past twenty years, Orna has created a large 

body of work and is presently focusing on oil paintings. In addition to oil paintings, she 

creates computer art. These images are transformed into hand-decorated prints on 

canvas. Currently she also works as a freelance illustrator and textile designer. 

Orna Ben-Shoshan was born in Kibbutz Yifaat, Israel, in 1956. She received her training 

as a graphic designer in Tel-Aviv. In 1982 she moved to the U.S. where she lived for 

fifteen years. 

Since her first one person show in 1983 (Lancaster, PA) Orna has exhibited her work in 

museums and galleries throughout the U.S. and abroad, including "ART EXPO N.Y." in 

1996. She has received several awards, such as the "Grumbacher Award" from the 

Copley Society of Boston. Her work was published in "Yoga Journal" and by "Recycled 

Paper Products". She is also featured in the 10th edition of "The Encyclopedia of Living 

Artists". 

 

Orna returned to Israel in 1996 where she is continuing to work from her studio in 

Ra'anana. Her first one person show in Israel took place at "Tzavta", Tel-Aviv, in 1998 
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and won remarkable reviews. Since then, she has been exhibiting her art at numerous 

one-person and group shows in Israel and Europe. 

View her artwork and become enchanted by an astounding world, where anything is 

possible. Snatch this opportunity to enrich your imagination, expand your horizons and 

become familiar with a rapidly rising and talented artist. You will be captivated, exited, 

enthralled and inspired... 

http://www.ben-shoshan.com/ 

Artwork: Harvest by Orna Ben-Shoshan 

Harvest 

Oil on Canvas 

Date completed 2004 

 

The Serene Farmers: 

 

http://www.ben-shoshan.com/
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Harvesting in abundance is all a matter of timing: One has to wait patiently until crops 

are ready to be picked.  

 

Each flower in the painting “Harvest” is a micro-ambience of abundance – a little 

individual source that will never dry. Therefore – the harvesting must be done carefully, 

reaping the fruits without harming the plant itself. One has to wait patiently until the 

source of abundance is ready to provide at its own timing. In such case – the Harvest will 

be plentiful, and the source will stay intact, ready to provide again, when the time 

comes. 

 

Being the Harvesters of our own crops, we should always be respectful to our generous 

environment.  

 

Once we can observe the circumstances of life with clear vision and an open heart, we 

shall always know when rewards have ripened. When the source of plenty is ripe, its 

natural ambition is to share its wealth with the world. Only then, we shall collect the 

treasures poured upon us with gratitude and love. 
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Artwork: Prophets Dance by Orna Ben-Shoshan 
 

Prophets Dance 

Oil on Canvas 

Date completed 2008 

 

A Bare bliss:  

 

In Biblical times, prophets would engage themselves in ecstatic rituals and open 

themselves to absorb divine messages (prophecies). In order to be enthused by the 

spirit of prophecy, all external garments are shed away, all the inhibitions and 

restrictions put away, and the prophet’s spirit exposes itself open and receptive. 

 

The painting “Prophets’ Dance” illustrates such ritual. The figures shed away their 
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gowns to find out that their bodies are light and lucent – all external overlays melt away, 

and their core essence is revealed. A circle made of stones symbolizes their concealed 

zone, and hints that they are immersed in their internal world while dancing. 

 

Have you ever experienced such a state in your life? Was it at a time of complete 

openness to someone or something that you truly desired to contain? Indeed, being 

mentally uncovered and so vulnerable is a risky business for most people. But 

remember, that the gentle rays of light cannot penetrate heavy curtains. 

Ask Your Mama by Mama Donna Henes 

 

Are you cyclically confused? In a ceremonial quandary? Completely clueless? 

Wonder no more. 

Ask Your Mama™ 

Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Spirituality and Didn’t Know Who 

to Ask™ 

by 

©Mama Donna Henes, Urban Shaman 

A Question of Explaining Death to a Child 

Dear Mama Donna, 

My daughter Sherry, who is nine, has just broken down four years after her aunt’s death, 

who was only 40 when she died without any warning. My daughter wants to know why 

God is so mean to take her aunt away and leave her two daughters struggling. Sherry is 

full of sadness because of her loss and she blames God. A part of me thanked the 

universe for allowing her to cry and feel her sadness. I told her God is not mean and it is 

when we do not have the answers that we must have the most faith. I encouraged her to 

be grateful for the gifts that her aunt shared with her and the blessing that she was a 

special part of her life. Of course that is not a satisfying answer to adults, let alone a 

child. How do I teach what I am still learning? I want my daughter to find peace. I do not 

want her to wait until she is an adult to awaken. I do not want her heart to be full of 

sadness. I do not want her to find herself suddenly at 37 trying to release a lifetime of 
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pain. How do I help my nine year old daughter embrace a spiritual path? If you have any 

thoughts I would love to hear them. 

Love and peace, 

-A Worried Mom in New York 

Dear Mom, 

Death certainly is the grand mystery, baffling to adults and so much more so to children. 

Emphasizing all the blessings of having had her aunt in her life is excellent advice for 

your daughter, of course. But it places their relationship squarely in the past. And I 

would guess that Sherry’s grief comes from feeling that she has lost her aunt completely 

and forever. That the love that they had shared is now irrevocably over. A very sad 

thought, indeed. 

But relationship, connection, love do not end at death. 

Perhaps a better tack would be to suggest that love never dies. That her aunt will live in 

her heart as long as she remembers her. Kids are terrified that they will forget friends 

and relatives who have passed on. We all are. So encourage Shelly to talk about her 

memories. Each time she tells a favorite story, her aunt will “come to life” for her.  

Some helpful and therapeutic projects might include writing down all the good times 

that she remembers. Or recommend that she create a scrapbook with photographs of 

her aunt, pictures that she draws, and any memorable items she has saved, such as 

greeting cards, letters and souvenirs from outings. This will be both a tribute to the 

memory of her aunt as well as insurance that she will never forget her.  

Dreaming is another way to connect with our loved ones on the other side of the great 

divide. Urge her to remember her dreams. At breakfast ask her about them. Suggest 

that she invite her aunt to visit her in her dreams. 

Don’t shy away from questions about the nature of death. Explain that death is a normal 

part of life and that it is about changing form. Everything changes always. When we 

understand this, we are walking the way of spirit, which is all about change and 

transformation.  
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Talk about how the seasons change and how nature seems to die in the winter and be 

reborn every spring. Talk about how the moon disappears each month and then comes 

back again. Have her give you examples of natural change. 

A few years ago I did a residency in an elementary school where I worked with 4th grade 

kids on learning about and celebrating holidays and holy days from around the world. 

One day while I was there, a bird flew into the window and died. The kids were appalled 

and very upset. 

So I took them outside and suggested that we bury the bird. “Oh, gross,” the girls 

protested. They thought of death as being dirty and scary. But I persisted. 

“If you think about it in a certain way, death is magical. This bird will turn into grass and 

flowers.” I explained that if we put the bird in the ground, Mother Earth will turn it into 

dirt. And if we plant seeds in that dirt, they will grow right there on top of the bird.  

“Cool!” they all exclaimed. 

Sherry is lucky to have you be concerned about her spiritual wellbeing. Share with her all 

that you are learning. Let her in on your process. And if you do, I guarantee that she will 

not be first waking up at 37, for she will have a marvelous role model. 

All blessings of peace of mind, 

xxMama Donna 

*Send your questions about seasons, cycles, celebrations, ceremonies and spirit to 

Mama Donna at: CityShaman@aol.com  

************************************************************** 

Donna Henes is an internationally renowned urban shaman, ritual expert, award-winning 

author, popular speaker and workshop leader whose joyful celebrations of celestial events 

have introduced ancient traditional rituals and contemporary ceremonies to millions of 

people in more than 100 cities since 1972. She has published four books, a CD, an 

acclaimed Ezine and writes for The Huffington Post and UPI Religion and Spirituality 

Forum. Mama Donna, as she is affectionately called, maintains a ceremonial center, spirit 

shop, ritual practice and consultancy in Exotic Brooklyn, NY where she works with 

mailto:CityShaman@aol.com
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individuals, groups, institutions, municipalities and corporations to create meaningful 

ceremonies for every imaginable occasion. 

www.DonnaHenes.net 

www.TheQueenOfMySelf.com 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donna_Henes 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Queen_of_My_Self 

Watch her videos: 

http://www.youtube.com/user/MamaDonnaHenes 

Follow her on Twitter: 

http://twitter.com/queenmamadonna 

Connect with her on Facebook: 

http://www.facebook.com/#/donnahenes?ref=profile 

Read her on the Huffington Post: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/donna-henes/ 

Read her on Beliefnet: 

http://blog.beliefnet.com/thequeenofmyself/ 

Call at Hallows Eve: Lyrics by Llalla Shahar 

Call at Hallows Eve 

Lyrics written By Llalla Shahar HPs Cold Birch Grove 

Performed by ACAPAGANA  

Album Bibliah Octavah Sacredah Vol 1 copyright 2009 

 

At this gravesite of my kin, I light this flame. 

The year begins. 

I call my bloodline in the ground. 

Singing their bones, coffin bound. 

Please hallowed specters, in the night, the veil is thin now follow my light. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Queen_of_My_Self
http://blog.beliefnet.com/thequeenofmyself/
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Oh sacred mothers, fathers too, I seek your wisdom. 

I seek your truths. 

I beat a drum to my heartbeat. the words you ‘ve taught me I repeat . 

I stand before you able to see.  

The supper dumb I've set for thee.  

The night is long now.  

Come on home. 

My door is open you need not roam. 

My ears keen now, my lips are sealed, ready to learn secrets revealed. 

When repast is at its end, the other world claims you again.  

I will see thee in one year’s time. 

I’ll beat the drum and speak the rhyme. 

Until then we’ll merry part, every my kindred ever my heart. 

Chasing Auguries by Katie Anderson 

Chasing Auguries 

By Katie Anderson 

 

Many men before me 

have come 

to gaze upon polished metal 

Starless mirrors 

reflect the mystery of my being. 

Secrets that lie beyond the looking glass 

and beyond these obsidian lenses 

reveal to me your mysteries 

For yours is the threshold 

over which we gaze 

yet rarely cross. 

Myriad ways 

to witness your spectral, timeless reality 

scrying the night sky 

and piercing the veil 

to glimpse the visions 

the only seers pursue. 
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Communicating With Spirit Guides by Gayle Goldwin 

What Has To Happen Before Contact Can Begin 

Are you frustrated because all your friends are communicating with their Guides, Angels 

or Oracles, but you get nothing? The remedy may be simpler than you've ever imagined. 

Here's how it works. 

Everyone has Guides. You don’t have to be "special" or "psychic." Nor do you "earn" 

their assistance by something you do. If you’re here on Earth, you’ve got Invisible 

Assistants at your side. 

So who are these Invisible Assistants and why do they help you? Guides are highly 

evolved discarnate entities who know you and love you. They are indeed your best 

friends. They know your goals for this life. And they will be at your side throughout all 

your adventures here to help you have the experiences you came to life to have.  

Before you enter a body on this planet, you, like everyone else, works out "rules" with 

your Guides governing how much, when, and what kind of assistance and guidance you 

want to receive. This is why some Guides can break into their charge’s awareness at any 

time, while others are limited to only giving brief answers to specific questions, and still 

others can bring up any subject they deem useful once a conversation begins. The rules 

are different for everyone because YOU make the rules. 

But there’s one requirement that’s part of everyone’s arrangement: your Guides cannot 

make First Contact. Once the Inbound Processing into your new earthly body is 

complete, it is up to you to contact them before any guidance can begin. 

Just when that First Contact occurs depends upon many factors: the degree of 

"Forgetting" you achieved during your inbound processing, your soul’s particular "style" 

or temperament, and the level of its spiritual evolution and awareness. It’s also greatly 

influenced by the culture and religious environment you entered, the challenges you 

face, and, last, but definitely not least, the arsenal of beliefs, behaviors and defenses that 

your new ego uses to help it stay alive and find love here. 

First Contact may occur with the almost-newborn infant’s pre-verbal, psychic longing for 

relief as it struggles through its mother’s birth canal. Or, it may come in a stricken 

soldier’s, "Oh, God, help me…" as he lies dying on a battlefield. Or at any time in 
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between. And for some, it may never happen at all. Many live their entire lives unaware 

of the love and assistance that’s waiting for them.  

It also doesn’t matter who that First Contact is addressed to: God, The High Mother, 

Allah, Aphrodite, Shiva, St. Teresa, the Blessed Ancestors, Kali, Buddha, Jesus, 

Pachamama—or any other name given to Divinity by the many cultures and religions on 

this planet. Whatever name you use to call out to the Spirit realm, your Guides will 

answer.  

This is not to say that the face of Divinity you called out to will not also answer. It’s just 

that now, because you’ve called, your Guides can answer. Those are the rules. (For a full 

discussion of how Guides, Oracles, Angels and other Invisible Assistants work, see the 

article, The Truth About Oracles, at WomanSpiritOracles.com)  

Ideally, we’d live our lives here on Earth in such complete communion with our spirits, 

souls and bodies that we’d need no assistance from beyond the Veil. We’d feel our 

spirit’s joy. We’d pay attention to our bodies and heed the messages it sends us about 

its needs. We’d feel the longings of our souls and act on them, following the soul’s 

signals to turn ourselves away from pain and toward those things that bring us even 

more Joy. 

We’d be faced with challenges, of course—this Game of Life we come here to play 

would be boring without them—but because we’d be so attuned to the soul's Turn 

Signals, we'd quickly and happily overcome them. 

Yes, well, that’s the ideal. But here’s what happens when things aren’t working quite that 

well. 

First, your soul will alert your Guides that it requires some assistance in accomplishing its 

goals. You—the ego, the persona you’ve developed in this life—may be miserable or 

ignoring soul’s desires or doing things that limit your body (which is your soul’s vehicle 

here). Whatever the reason, your soul is frustrated because it’s not having the 

experiences it came to have. 

If First Contact has NOT occurred, your Guides can offer no direct assistance. The best 

they can do—and they can only do it if your agreement allows—is to manipulate your 

environment in such a way as to prompt you to feel the need to call for help. Some have 

described this as getting a "cosmic 2x4 smacked upside the head." And yes, your ego is 
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highly unlikely to regard this new life crisis as "help." But your soul will. In its view, you’re 

on the wrong track; you’re wasting its life and it will welcome whatever it takes to get 

you back on Right Path. 

If First Contact has already occurred—or, if the cosmic 2x4 is successful, once it does—

your Guides will immediately begin communicating with you. They know your real goals, 

what will really make you happy. They’ve observed your ego’s needs, motives, hopes 

and fears, and—appearances not withstanding—they’re not completely unsympathetic 

to its feelings. They will choose the best strategy and most efficient mode of 

communication for you, the easiest way for you to "get" what you need to know. 

They'll use dreams, music, colors, "coincidences," oracles, pendulums, bodily sensations, 

other people, animals, Nature, automatic handwriting, visions, psychics, even plain 

words if all else fails—they’ll use whatever works. 

You may suddenly notice the words to a song running through your head over and over. 

Or awaken with a dream that feels "important" in an odd way. Or emerge from 

meditation with a sudden Insight. Or encounter a stranger who makes an offhand 

remark that’s just what you needed to hear. You might feel drawn to journal or draw or 

paint. Or to walk in Nature and suddenly see something in a tree’s shape or river’s bend 

that perfectly illustrates what’s really happening in your life. Or you may be suddenly 

struck by bodily sensations impossible to ignore. Or you may be drawn to Oracles or 

other divinatory tools to clarify the assistance you seek. 

Your Guides may, if nothing else works, even "talk" to you in your native language. But 

unless you’ve become very skilled at channeling, this avenue is usually a last resort 

because the ego can so easily garble or deliberately obscure their message. Be open to 

any avenue because they’ll use Whatever Works. 

You deserve Happiness. And Peace. And Success. Your Guides are at your side to help. 

All you need do is ask. Do it today! 

©2007 Gayle Goldwin. Excerpted from WomanSpirit Oracles: Wisdom of the Ancients, 

Solutions for Today, a modern-day divinatory tool of Feminine Empowerment which 

includes a complete card set of the 33 archetypes of Divine Femininity present in every 

woman, plus a wisdom book of clear delineations, inspiring meditations and empowering 

mantras channeled from the illumined Beings Who guide this work. Get a free online 
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Oracle Card reading, send free Oracle eGreeting Cards, or read other Excerpts and 

channeled Messages at WomanSpiritOracles. 

Divination and the Wise Woman Tarot by Flash Silvermoon 

My name is Flash Silvermoon and I am the author/creator of the Wise Woman's Tarot. I 

have read, taught and studied the Tarot for the last 40 years and as Samhain 

approaches, TWWT marks its 7 Yr. Anniversary. 

For 25 years, I had been in labor with my child The Wise Woman's Tarot. Finally, she 

emerged into the world wrapped in a hand dyed and woven silk bag made especially for 

this project by a collective of Afghani Women, Parsa. We chose to support these brave 

women who were trying to survive the Taliban and War Lords instead of wrapping it in 

plastic and cardboard which would only wind up in the landfills. 

There are many things that I love about The Wise Woman's Tarot but I think perhaps the 

most relevant thing for anyone and especially for women is the fact that it is a living 

entity. By that I mean that each woman who holds it in her hands will have her own 

unique experience. 

As we live more closely with Mother Earth, we surely become closer with magic and that 

"tuned In" way of relating to life and all circumstances. TWWT does have ascribed 

meanings to each card/layouts etc however these images and pages are capable of 

fluidity in interpretation that matches a potentially less linear less rigid less patriarchal 

way of being in the world. 

Even though I painstakingly wrote a deep and transformative book that is the heart of 

this Oracle, I encourage everyone to empower themselves by not becoming dependent 

on my book or any other and rather, read it and enjoy refer as you will and then, 

ALWAYS rely on your own first hit of intuition to do your readings. 

It is a most radical notion that a woman becomes her first authority, to trust her gut and 

to open her Third Eye wide. 

Trusting your intuition and or feeling spiritual guidance will help you with accuracy and 

uses one side of your brain. Add the information from a good book and you utilize the 

other side of the brain. After awhile it all becomes automatic and instead of reading the 

cards separately you allow the whole "story" to unfold. 

http://www.womanspiritoracles.com/
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There are so many subjects that can be made clear with a good reading. Rather than 

seeing the reading as cast in stone, use it as a roadmap to maximize the good things 

that turn up and ideally avoid the trouble spots. I probably have more relationship 

questions than anything else in my work because that other person, is just a constant 

"wild card" as they move through their lives and most people want to know how to 

make it work best or if they have been wasting their time. 

If it’s a Hot Topic and you have too much emotion wrapped around your question, you 

are always better off having someone you trust read for you. Sharing divination with the 

cards or other tools can be a wonderful way to build spiritual community as well. 

Trusting and empowering your own inner voice is a lesson that will serve you in every 

arena of life. I can't say this too strongly, it is that important. In short, just as one uses a 

shovel to dig into the earth, the Tarot can be a tool to dig in if you will, to the psyche, to 

the essence of things, to the core. 

I deliberately designed the images of TWWT, to speak for themselves, to transcend 

language and culture yet to explore and honor all cultures and especially the threads of 

the Divine Feminine that weave the tapestry of Women's Magic. 

I have thought that if traditional forms of communication breakdown either because of 

calamity or repression, the Tarot could be an organ of communication, a link, a common 

symbolic language where we might communicate more freely. 

I like to draw a card for the day or night and that one ritual, if you will, can give me the 

flavor of my day which can enable me to make better or clearer use of time. For 

instance, if I draw Isis for my card, this would indicate a good time to seek my own 

council or possibly that of another Wise Woman. 

Isis could tell me to look within, to have a more internal day etc.; not the time to go 

running around willy nilly with chores and outer world duties. This is a more lunar/yin/ 

non-linear way to approach life and your readings. 

Just as women in communities work to shift the patriarchal paradigm, this was also one 

of my goals in the evolutionary/revolutionary changes that I made in TWWT. 

For one thing, the entire Major Arcana consists of female images and the few male 

images are of pre patriarchal figures to offer another way beyond the oppressive 
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power/over paradigm that only empowers the few. I can also be a realist and do include 

some of the less positive representations of male/dominant behavior. 

Sex roles are much more mutable in TWWT as you will see in my version of the Court 

Cards where I shifted from the Medieval King, Queen, Page, and Knight to the Shaman, 

Priestess, Maiden, and Seeker. You can read more about this subject on the website's 

excerpt from the book "Coping With Court Cards". 

By offering a global view of Women's Heritage, this work allows us all to see the 

Goddess within and without for it is indeed the externalization of the Divine that is the 

cornerstone of patriarchy. 

If one knows from their first breadth that they are a Goddess/God, then no one can put 

them on the back of the bus, back of the class, or the back in the closet as if it were the 

way of the world! This repression by the few over the many would become obsolete and 

simply unacceptable. 

What one believes totally effects how one lives and what one deems acceptable. I offer a 

spiritual paradigm that exemplifies equality and short circuits the power/over/patriarchal 

paradigm replacing it with shared power. 

I offer up The Wise Women's Tarot as a rung on the evolutionary ladder of 

empowerment for accessing the wisdom of all the Ancient Mothers as well as our own 

deep knowing........enjoy the journey. 

Blessings Flash Silvermoon 

Intentional Insights - Q&A From Within by S. Kelley Harrell  

Etheric Eating: When Spiritual Emergency Becomes Physical Sabotage  

Dear Kelley, I'm at crossroads, and feel as if I soon will "take flight." I recently realized that 

I've been spending my energies in an effort to be everything to everybody, but left myself 

off the list. One of my current quests is to discover myself and learn how to take care of 

myself. I've had a long-standing battle with my weight. I now have an awareness of my 

habits, what is good for me, how I comfort and punish myself with food, etc., yet I continue 

to choose to eat in a way that keeps the weight on. Can you offer any insight into my 

apparent need for this weight and how I might move past this to heal and be healthy? 

Thank You! Faith  
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Thanks for your note, Faith. Eating is a grounding experience. In fact, after very intense 

trance work, eating a healthy protein is a good way to feel back in the body, to feel 

energetically stable again. In this case, eating has the effect of downward movement of 

life force in the chakra system, enabling you to root the knowledge from the trance into 

your formed awareness, and to feel physically balanced with your etheric field. What I'm 

seeing is that somewhere at the onset of puberty, you began feeling radical shifts in 

your life force that felt very uncomfortable. The way that you sought to feel stable in 

your body was to eat. Puberty isn't just biochemical changes. It is in essence a spiritual 

crisis. It's the point at which we are coming into command of our spiritual wills, and our 

parents can no longer be our primary intermediary with All That Is, as we experience it in 

the formed realm. There is a lot of activity in the chakras at this point, choices being 

made around compassion for self and others, as well as burgeoning awareness of one's 

sexual presence and ability to express sexual truth in the tribe and community. Our 

culture doesn't include this aspect of puberty in how we help young people cope with it, 

and it most definitely doesn't understand how to usher these changes into a balanced 

manifestation of Selfhood. It's not a coincidence that kids who have been easy going 

and respectful suddenly become rebellious and/or frequently emotionally distraught.  

When I ask to see the source of your need to hold this weight, I see you at the age of 

puberty (which happened earlier for you than for most), and your etheric field is 

fluttering, winding in on itself, sending off sparks. I do feel that there was some event in 

younger childhood, the deeper relevance of which didn't sink in until puberty. I don't 

get a vivid idea of what this was; rather, I have the vague sense that you observed 

someone else being hurt and did not have the words to express or explain what you 

saw. When you hit puberty, along with the normal changes it brings, you realized the 

harm you witnessed and it fueled the already wild energetic ride of your maturation 

process. I do not see that the realization of this event is connected to the weight, just 

that the timing of processing it and your etheric field being erratic coincided. The result 

of the changes in your field compelled you to find a way to control them, or to at least 

ease the effects of how those changes made you feel. You were a very intuitive child, 

and for that reason the effects of this energy shift were very debilitating. You did not 

have the emotional capacity to deal with all of the information coming in at that time. A 

way to dull that sensation was to eat, particularly sugar. Sugar unbalances the upper 

chakras, especially the crown. It creates a quasi-trancelike state, but the ravages of sugar 

on brain chemistry keep you from being able to draw meaning from the trance. It's like 
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inducing an altered state of awareness and being visited by the most profound wisdom 

you could ever want to know in your life, but because the etheric and physiological 

systems are out of sync from the sugar, you can't recall any of that wisdom when you 

ground again. You felt this way repeatedly growing up. As soon as you would start to 

feel that anxious tweaking of your life force, you would eat to stabilize it. This pattern 

has persisted into adulthood. Many people cultivate ways to quell spiritual emergency. It 

feels so distressing that we are willing to believe we've suddenly gone mad, and the only 

way most of us know to deal with it is to seek medical help. Some doctors and 

therapists understand spiritual emergency, but many don't. They end up prescribing 

antidepressants or diagnosing stigma-inducing mental conditions that are really part of 

a process of spiritual maturation. This doesn't mean that symptomatic relief is bad, or 

that you shouldn't seek support or help from others. It means we are holistic creatures, 

and we crave holistic support. The thing is, developing a coping skill--any coping skill-to 

stave off etheric changes is also going to prevent you from the benefits of those 

changes. We need support to move forward through that process, so that the symptoms 

we don't like can come to a true end, so that the coping means we've adapted to ease 

the tension in shifting life force can be released, and so that we can manifest that 

changed life force in a healthy, powerful, lasting way. Sit with this info and see how it 

resonates. If you feel compelled to greet that life force now, enlist the support of friends 

who understand your spiritual perspective and the help of caregivers from all sides of 

the holistic spectrum to help you allow it in and manifest it. You are an adult now. Your 

fears of having more than you can handle coming in spiritually and intuitively can be 

released. And if you do feel panic around this shift, make use of that support network. 

Remember to tell your guides you need them to slow down and take things more 

gently. You are in control of the transitions you make in life, emotionally, mentally, 

spiritually and physically. When you feel the groundedness of your own life force, you 

won't need food to provide that for you anymore. Thank you, Faith, for doing this 

reading. It's been really nice to meet you. 

~*~*~*~  

Karmic Assumption and Choosing Lovers 

After years of being dishonest with myself, I am finally trying to walk a spiritual path. I 

would like to know if I will overcome the self-destructive tendencies I have honed to 

perfection, and finally find a partner and wonderful father for my children. I am having the 
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same relationship issues I had 14 years ago, and that is very frustrating to me. I find 

myself attracted to the "wrong" kind of men over and over... Thanks for your help, Lu.  

Thanks for your note, Lu. In another manifestation of yourself, I see a pattern in which 

you assumed that men would hurt you before they actually did. The way you dealt with 

that possibility was to murder them before they could harm you. When I ask this 

manifestation of yourself her reasoning for dealing with men and potential problems 

with them in this way, she tells me that her father used to spank her before she did 

anything wrong, an effort to keep her aligned with making good choices. In both 

scenarios, there is an assumption of guilt and justice before there was a crime. On a 

spiritual level, there is a removal of free will and blindness to observing the present 

moment. This is a karmic pattern that you brought into this life. I ask this aspect of you if 

she would like to step out of this dynamic and go up for healing and she does, readily. 

Her ability to do so frees you of this dynamic in the present, leaving you free to make 

choices based on information in the present.  

This pattern manifest in your present in a different way, though it still stemmed from a 

fear of being harmed by men. The pattern has been to assume that the men you meet 

are more well-adjusted, more balanced than they actually are. You have had a tendency 

to look for their absolute best, or you could say, look at their High Selves, instead of at 

the earthly beings that they really are. Some people would call this a valuable skill--and 

it is in certain context. Where it is not working in your favor is that you have banked on 

men being their High Selves, manifest. You have been so enamoured of their ideals that 

you haven't been seeing them for who and what they truly are, which is regular people 

facing everyday struggles and choosing how to react. In a lot of cases they aren't 

reacting the way you want them to, or with the potential you see in their High Selves. 

On a spiritual level, that you see these varied levels of being is great. It means that you 

have the ability to see the highest aspects of anyone you choose--including yourself. On 

a more practical, mundane level, it means that you intentionally ignore signals telling 

you when someone is not acting in accordance with or even seeking to act in 

accordance with his highest ability. You have very clear indicators for when someone, 

something, or a situation isn't supportive of you. Listen to them. There is no judgement 

in this fact, it merely is what it is. It takes a fine level of discernment to be able to hold 

the High Self of someone, and to see this person's earthly self, and not to judge either. 

There is a difference between realizing that someone's behaviour isn't right, and 

realizing that it isn't right for you. We are all where we are, and we can't be anywhere 
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else until we're ready to move ourselves. This, of course, all complicates when emotions 

become involved. The bottom line is that you are ignoring your own insight, your own 

signals telling you when someone isn't the best match for you at this time. That habit 

stems directly from this other aspect of you having been taught to apply action before 

intuitively assessing the situation. It's an imbalance of power. You have a perfectly finely 

tuned system for intuiting information and culling out what feels right or wrong for you. 

You are wise. This means that you don't have to fall back on merely one level of input. 

You can feel longing for a long-term mate, observe the people around you, gauge your 

reaction to them at all levels, and honor when a connection isn't fulfilling. You can still 

look to the potential of the men who come into your life, but be honest with yourself 

about what you see in the whole picture. And remember, none of us act through the 

wisdom of our High Selves all the time. It's our human nature to appeal to varying levels 

of awareness. What is telling is that we remember those various levels are there, and 

that we honor all of ourselves even if we can't access it all the time. When we honor all 

of ourselves, we attract others doing the same. Be well, Lu!  

~*~*~*~  

Divine Androgyny and Projecting Power  

My husband dreamt that we were lying down, then I lifted and floated up. He called to me 

and reached to pull me down, but couldn't. There was no mention of me responding in 

any way. What does this dream mean? Thanks, Sally.  

Thanks for your note, Sally. The way I look at dreams for others happens on several 

levels. First, I hold in my intention the symbols of the dream, along with any feelings 

they evoke. Then I hold the perspective of the consciousness creating this dream, which 

is in this case, that of your husband. As it is you who is asking about the dream and not 

him, my ability to connect with that state of his consciousness is limited, if only from a 

standpoint of permission.  

That said, what I take from my view of this dream is that your husband experiences a 

great deal of his feminine power through you, rather than through himself. He relies on 

you to create nurture, foster growth, and feed on all levels--mundane as well as 

spiritual--in your relationship and household. This separation of roles on a spiritual level 

is the result of our culturation on mundane levels, and is very common. Our modern 

consciousnesses have become very detached from the understanding that each of us 
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carries inner feminine, masculine, children, animals, song... However, when we project 

the strengths of ourselves externally, we become weak. Whether that is a woman 

seeking the masculine qualities she holds dearest in a male counterpart, the expectation 

that a hawk as totem will guide us to our dream job, or a man seeking mothering from a 

male who is very balanced in his feminine, the outcome is the same. These are all 

examples of investing our power in something besides ourselves. What I see happening 

in your husband's dream is that he has allowed you to embody his feminine aspect. He 

has given away an element of his power to you. We all fashion our internal cast of 

archetypal characters by the examples we see around us. At some point we must 

become aware of how we carry this cast. In your husband's case, this dream signifies 

that on some level he realizes he needs to incorporate more feminine qualities in his 

self-talk, his self-care, because as you drift from him in the dream, he attempts to retain 

you. He is afraid to be without you because he wouldn't have an internal feminine 

aspect. That puts a lot of pressure on you, which again, isn't uncommon in our 

contemporary lives. While many people are flattered on an ego level by being viscerally 

needed, they don't understand that the need eventually becomes a drain taking a toll on 

all involved. In the end, it weakens the relationship rather than strengthens it. In this 

case, it is imperative for your husband to cultivate aspects of the feminine divine within. 

If he doesn't understand what that balance means, a recent post by Jeff Brown, 

Apologies to the Divine Feminine (from a warrior in transition) may be a good place to 

start. When we honor that Divine Feminine power exists, it becomes easier to see it 

within ourselves. As well, as your husband approaches middle age or if this dream is a 

response to approaching middle-age, this softening to the feminine will begin on its 

own. Mid-life is the great gender leveler, biologically and spiritually. It introduces Divine 

Androgyny and the qualities of that neutral state to us all. This dream is information for 

you both to examine just what needs you fulfill for each other, compared to what needs 

you should be fulfilling for yourselves. Consider speaking with him about this and 

devising a ritual for bringing a balance of power back to your relationship. If you seek 

suggestions for such a ritual, feel free to contact me. Be well, Sally!  

~*~*~*~ Intentional Insights is a Q&A column inviting you to look inside yourself. Submit 

questions regarding a brief Soul Reading, spiritual healing, paranormal experiences, or 

shamanism, to Kelley at soulintentarts dot com, or contact me to schedule a full-length 

Soul Reading. Intentional Insights is a production of Soul Intent Arts, © 2010 All Rights 

Reserved. Find my current class schedule at Soul Intent Arts. Read more of Kelley's writing 

http://soulshaping.com/?p=782
http://www.intentionalinsights.com'/
http://www.soulintentarts.com/
http://soulintentarts.com/classes.html
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at KelleyHarrell.com. ~ S. Kelley Harrell, C. Ht. ~ Author of Gift of 

the Dreamtime - Awakening to the Divinity of Trauma Soul Intent Arts ~ Classes ~ 

Newsletter ~ KH.com 

Maleficent Unmasked by Courtney Polidori 

 

 “Mother Nature holds all in her thrall” -Marian Green  

Maleficent Unmasked: 

Tracing the genealogy of the sacred feminine from witches to goddesses 

With misty green skin, black horns evocative of the devil, and the power to transform 

into a skyscraping serpent, Walt Disney’s character Maleficent is the quintessential witch. 

Children fear her, men battle her, storytellers end her. Who is She, this witch figure who 

has been painted by patriarchy, subverted by Christianity, misunderstood by society, and 

exploited by capitalism? I put forth that by examining the genealogy of the sacred 

feminine one can unmask Maleficent and liberate the historical woman inside her.  

The green-skinned witch has become a dangerous caricature of the innocent victims of 

the witch hunts. The historical witch looks more like Anna Pappenheimer, the 

impoverished German mother and wife who was mutilated and grotesquely burned alive 

in 1600 on charges she bewitched Duke Maximilian and his wife because they were 

unable to conceive a child (Barstow 144). Anna, whose entire family was arrested for 

witchcraft, tortured brutally, and finally convicted, was a victim of the myth of witchcraft 

as constructed by political regimes seeking to control their populace through terror, 

church officials eager to assert physical evidence of evil, and societies struggling 

through economic hardships and seeking to purge their weakest members. The myth 

goes like this: “Witchcraft involves the worship of a character which the Christians call 

‘Satan’ ” (Green 18).  

Through the myth of witchcraft, hundreds of thousands were executed in Europe, the 

British Isles, and New England from 1500 to 1750, and many still face persecution 

throughout the world today. But the myth of witchcraft is false. “Witches, on the whole, 

do not have any kind of evil deity. They worship Mother Nature, the Great Goddess.” 

(Green 18). “Witchcraft takes its teachings from nature, and reads inspiration in the 

http://kelleyharrell.com/
http://www.addtoany.com/share_save?linkname=Intentional%20Insights%3A%20Q%26A%20From%20Within&linkurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.intentionalinsights.com%2Ffeed
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movements of the sun, moon, and stars, the flight of birds, the slow growth of trees, and 

the cycles of the seasons,” wrote women’s studies scholar and witch Starhawk in Spiral 

Dance. (27). Even though women’s studies scholars consider the witchcraze a women’s 

holocaust, the myth of witchcraft lives on. 

In order to understand the schism between the myth of witchcraft and reality of 

witchcraft, we will get to know Maleficent through the original source material for her 

character: The Brothers Grimm’s story of “The Sleeping Beauty,” published in their 

collection of German folklore collected from the oral tradition. The story features yet 

another royal couple who desperately want a baby. All eyes are on the queen’s 

bedchamber; the hope of a kingdom rests in her womb. After this queen has her baby, 

the royal couple invites wisewomen to bless her. Highly revered in medieval Germany 

and sought out even by royalty, wisewomen “held the secrets of life and death, and 

were feared or respected for their craft, their skills and their magics” (Green 19). Greatly 

respected and greatly feared, as evidenced by the belief that the uninvited wisewoman 

was responsible for the princesses’ sleeping sickness 15 years later.  

There is a third story featuring both a couple who wishes to conceive and a witch, 

“Rapunzel.” A mother who long wished to conceive becomes consumed by her cravings 

until she “pined away, and grew pale and miserable” with longing for the lettuce in a 

neighbor’s garden (Grimm 93). In his guilt, the thieving husband promises away his 

wife’s baby to the neighbor witch, and once again the couple is childless.  

This pattern of wishing for a child and then losing that child is echoed in the historical 

witch hunts, which placed blame on midwives for babies with birth defects, women for 

causing impotency, and, as in Salem, witches when children were afflicted. Ann Putnam, 

Sr.’s testimony on March 18, 1692 against Martha Corey and Rebecca Nurse underscores 

her paranoid fear for her daughter (Boyer& Nissenbaum 18-19). The mother, who had 

lost several children in her family, became the surrogate mother to the group of afflicted 

girls. “Women’s accusations against other women at Salem might be explained, in part, 

by the rage particular accusers felt toward those whom they accused, as Carol Karlsen 

suggests…I think it most likely that envy and guilt mixed with rage to fuel their 

indictments” (Reis 123). 

In both fairy tales and historical witch hunts, grieving mothers blame other women for 

the loss of their children, but how did these women accused of maleficarum come to be 

associated with the devil? The major force driving this blame was the publication of the 
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witch-hunting opus Malleus Maleficarum. “In 1484, the Papal Bull of Innocent VIII 

unleashed the power of the Inquisition against the Old Religion. With the publication of 

the Malleus Maleficarum, “The Hammer of Witches,” by the Dominicans Kramer and 

Sprenger in 1486, the groundwork was laid for a reign of terror that was to hold all of 

Europe in its grip until well into the seventeenth century.” (Starhawk 29). The Malleus 

Maleficarum reads, “It is witchcraft, not only when anyone is unable to perform the 

carnal act, of which we have spoken above; but also when a woman is prevented from 

conceiving, or is made to miscarry after she has conceived. …No one does more harm to 

the Catholic Faith than midwives” (Part I, Question XI).  

So after tracing the genealogy of Maleficent back one generation, we see her character 

born from the marginalized medieval village wisewoman hunted down during the 

Burning Times after the publication of the Malleus Maleficarum. “The accused were 

tortured until they signed confessions prepared by the Inquisitors, until they admitted to 

consorting with Satan, to dark and obscene practices that were never part of true 

Witchcraft,” explained Starhawk. While the Judeo-Christian tradition makes no room for 

a benevolent death deity, who crosses into our world to gently retrieve the dying, 

goddess worship was a wellspring of these figures—Celtic Morrigan, German Holda, 

Greek Hecate, and Norse Hella. These goddesses were greatly-feared and revered, but 

they represented a natural part of the life and death cycle. “Life and death were a 

continuous stream; the dead were buried as if sleeping in a womb” (Starhawk 27). The 

sacred feminine acknowledges death in the context of nature and the seasons. “The 

Neolithic Near Eastern Godesses Isis, Astarte, Ashtoreth, Ishtar, Artemis, Diana—all have 

their dark nature, one-half of the cosmic process. In that aspect they were imaged as 

half-snake or half-fish. To men who were, and are, in opposition to her ever-changing 

cyclic nature, she appears dreadful” (Sjoo 183-4). With her ability to shapeshift into a 

giant serpent, Maleficent is descended from death goddesses associated with serpents. 

This figure of the goddess of death is an archetype deeply embedded in our 

subconscious minds, and its absence in strict patriarchal religions results in the 

community searching for a substitute. “Human thought processes are largely 

metaphorical,” write Lakoff and Johnson (6). Because of this metaphorical image of the 

death goddess embedded in our psyche, it’s natural that society turned to—or turned 

against—women who resembled the goddess in this manifestation. “A witch was 

thought to interfere with nature in other ways as well. She was commonly accused of 
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obstructing reproductive processes, either by preventing conceptions or by causing 

miscarriages, childbirth fatalities, or “monstrous” (deformed) births” (Karlsen 7).  

In the absence of the death goddess, women associated with death were labeled 

witches by accusers looking around them for answers as to the loss of their children. 

Green-skinned for sickness, black-horned for the devil, and part serpent for the goddess 

and wisdom, Maleficent has become everywitch. It’s no surprise Disney fans crowned 

this evil sorceress from the “Sleeping Beauty” movie the number one arch villain of all 

time, verifying that the death goddess metaphor is subconsciously still part of our 

psyche.  
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Mama Donna's Spirit Shop 

 

Mythology of Planet Saturn by Angie Skelhorn 

 

Mythologically, Saturn is the father of six great gods and goddesses: Vesta, Ceres, Juno, 

Pluto, Neptune, and Jupiter. It was prophesied by Mother Earth that one of his sons 

would dethrone him; therefore he devoured each child at birth. When Jupiter, the sixth 

child, was born, Saturn's heartbroken wife gave him a stone wrapped in swaddling 

clothes to swallow. He did and she was able to hide Jupiter. When Jupiter was ready to 

reign, he gave his father a potion to drink which caused him to regurgitate the 

swallowed sisters and brothers. His grateful siblings helped Jupiter in a war against the 

Titans which lasted ten years. They were victorious. Jupiter won the sky, Neptune the sea 

and Pluto the underworld. 
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The Greeks identified Saturn with Cronus (time), the youngest son of Uranus (heaven) 

and Gaea (earth). Gaea, a Greek earth-goddess, was worshiped as mother of all things, a 

counselor of gods and men. Oracles of Delphi and Olympia trace their origins to her. 

Cronus was one of a chief race of giant gods called Titans who ruled before Olympians. 

A heavenly place of the gods was Olympus, a mountain range Northern Greece, 

between Thessaly and Macedonia and near Aegean coast. He led Titans in a revolt 

against Uranus and ruled the world. Married to Rhea of the great goddesses, Cronus 

fathered Zeus, Poseidon, Demeter, Hera and Hestia. 

Fear of a prophecy that one of his children would dethrone him, the grisly Cronus ate 

each child as soon as the infant was born. His wife Rhea saved the youngest, Zeus, by 

offering her husband a stone wrapped in a blanket in the baby's place. Zeus grew up to 

fulfill the prediction. Zeus later led Olympian gods against his father in a successful 

revolt called Titanomachy. 

Titanomachy in Greek mythology was the battle between Titans under Cronus and 

Olympian gods under Zeus in Thessaly. After ten years of battle the Titans were 

overthrown. Zeus destroyed the Titans with a lightning bolt, and from their ashes sprang 

the race of humans. 

Cronus ended up a bitter outcast. The Greeks portrayed him as a stooped Father Time. 

He then went to rule the Isle of the Blessed. 

The Isle of the Blessed or Isle of the Blest - Fortunate Isle in classical and Celtic legend, is 

an island in the Western Ocean, eternal home of souls of favored mortals--long thought 

to be Canary or Madeira Island. 

Saturn in Roman religion was god of harvest, husband of Ops and father of Jupiter, 

Juno, Ceres, Pluto and Neptune. The Romans grafted Cronus onto the agriculture god 

they inherited from the Etruscans. 

Etruscan civilization was the highest civilization in Italy before the rise of Rome. Their 

wealth was based partly on knowledge of metalworking. They made fine pottery and 

empowered agriculture. 

The result was that Saturn became a god of time and farming. His festival, the 

Saturnalia, also identified with Dionysus, god of vegetation, fertility and merry making, 

was held every December to celebrate the winter solstice. Solstice means "standing still"; 
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the sun is standing still. The Sun appears for a moment still before it begins to change 

its course. 

Saturnalia was observed when the Sun entered the sign Capricorn, having its name from 

Capricorn's planetary ruler Saturn. The planet is associated with outer limits, and with 

timing, old age, and the Grim Reaper. Being the time of Winter Solstice, the celebration 

was for the increase of light - the days would slowly become longer from then on. 

Footnote - Cosmic Connections, Time Life Books, Alexandria, Virginia 

By the Editors of Time-Life Books 

The Columbia-Viking Desk Encyclopedia, Third Edition -Published by The Viking Press 

New York 

Angie has been a student of the magical arts since 1996. Her interests include tarot, and 

other forms of divination, astrology, spell-casting, healing and spirituality, mythology, 

folklore, and fairy tales. She is the author of On the Edge, and No Reins coming soon. Her 

website http://www.Witchskel.com http://witchskel.blogspot.com 

http://AngieSkelhorn.com 

Saturn: A Date with Expiration By Elizabeth Hazel 

 

Saturn is the planet that rules reputation, so why does he have such a bad one?  

He’s been around for a very long time. Archeologist Marija Gimbutas found a “sorrowing 

harvest god” statue that was fashioned some 6,000 years ago. Saturn’s earliest forms 

were associated with the earth and with agriculture. As Kronos, he was a king who, like 

Osiris, walked the earth, and ruled during the Golden Age.  

The reign of Kronos ended after the War of the Gods. There are two different legends 

about his retirement from his king-of-the-gods job. In the popular, bloodthirsty version, 

Zeus and his brothers chopped him into tiny bits and cast him into the darkest regions 

of Tartarus, the underworld. In the alternate version, Kronos goes peacefully when his 

age is at an end. He passes along the forms and measures of the new aeon to Zeus, and 

wanders off to become the Old Man in the Mountain.  

http://www.witchskel.com/
http://witchskel.blogspot.com/
http://angieskelhorn.com/
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In both cases, Saturn becomes nearly inaccessible after his transition. He’s pushed to the 

outer boundaries, to the far boonies of Tartarus or deep within a mountain. Saturn’s 

early lore connects him with the edges of light and dark, of what is known and 

unknown. This mythic depiction relates to Saturn’s position as the outer-most visible 

planet.  

Saturn (Kronos or Cronos) is the great time-keeper of the solar system. His orbital cycle 

requires 28 Earth years for one revolution around the Sun. For the Greeks and Romans, 

Saturn was the Lord of Time, death, and decay. For the ancient Egyptians, he was the 

midnight sun (also known as Kephera) and the Lord of the Underworld. In India, Saturn 

(Shani, associated with the Shiva the destroyer) is the Lord of Karma, the deity that 

imprints life patterns on returning souls and tests one’s ability to detach from material 

desires and embrace spirituality.  

In all cases, the emphasis is on the standard by which the individual, family, community, 

leaders and nation is measured and judged. Astrologers working with Saturn know that 

whatever house he occupies in a chart, there will be hard work, limitations, discipline, 

hard work, personal effort and responsibility, dedication, and isolation. That’s a 

demanding list! And after all of this effort, there aren’t many rewards (at least not 

tangible ones). What Saturn offers is self-mastery, patience, and wisdom.  

In a society where instant satisfaction is promoted relentlessly by every advertiser in the 

world, Saturn’s qualities aren’t wildly appealing. The parental maxim, ‘study hard and 

you’ll have a good, steady job,” doesn’t work the way it used to, either. Society is mobile, 

fast-paced, and requires flexibility and good communication skills. Gaining power over 

one’s desires, lusts, and ego demands just doesn’t fit well into modern American values.  

No More Blame Game 

This may offer some idea of why Saturn has a bad reputation. When young people move 

into their late twenties and experience their first Saturn return, they’re at the threshold 

between youth and adulthood. Responsibility for one’s actions and choices should no 

longer be foisted onto parents, society, a lousy lover or a bad boss. In an idealized 

developmental model, the individual begins to face the fears of youth, accepts 

independence and responsibility, and starts working hard to build a life.  

Since all of the other visible planets have returned at least once (and some many times) 

to their birth position by age 28, Saturn’s return is the final threshold into full maturity.  
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In a similar pattern, the final alchemical step in creating the Philosopher’s Stone is the 

Saturn-ruled blackening process. As the planet that holds the keys to the outer realms – 

the spheres of the fixed stars and the primum mobile – the phase of Saturnian decay 

ensured that all of the undesirable elements were peeled away from the pure, life-giving 

alchemical “gold.”  

The virtue of the Philospher’s Stone was immortality. It may seem paradoxical that the 

alchemical process required death (Saturn) to reach immortality. The release from 

materiality (that nasty black gook) is what grants freedom from the wheel of karma. 

Everyone is freed from materiality at death, but very few gain release while still in mortal 

form. Immortality also refers to an undying name. People who make a mark on history 

are remembered, and become a part of history. One’s achievements offer a legacy to the 

future, and fame that lasts beyond death. This is a Saturn trait, but he rarely gets credit 

for it.  

Funny Bones 

Many think that this grim, serious planet doesn’t have a sense of humor, but he does! 

Saturn confers a dry, biting wit, sarcasm, and irony. People with Saturnine humor make 

dark, snarky comments like, “Who died and made you king?” Or they cut loose with a 

wicked cackle or an evil snicker when someone else goes down. The crusty cartoon 

character Maxine occupies the Saturnian humor zone.  

Saturn is also called “the crooked one,” and doesn’t always keep his promises. This 

quality is hard to fit in with hyper-responsibility, hard-work and wisdom. But Saturn can 

be sneaky, capricious and underhanded. His capacity for good and evil relates to his 

affinity for air signs. Saturn rules airy Aquarius and exalts in airy Libra. Air is the element 

associated with logic, rationality and cleverness.  

Rational thought, however, can include a capacity for rationalization. When a person 

rationalizes, he’s performing a mental slight-of-hand that makes iffy decisions or action 

look good. Watch a Libra sometime – they can talk themselves into or out of almost 

anything. Where’s the logic in a self-inflicted snow job? The logical part of the mind likes 

to have its synapses on the control knobs. But the highest form of control is awareness 

of the limits and a good sense of right and wrong.  

When Saturn moves through an air sign (and he’s in Libra now) there’s a high road and 

a low road. When Saturn’s being good, there’s commitment to goals and iron-clad 
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integrity. Good Saturn tackles the mess, and finds satisfaction in a job well done. Bad 

Saturn uses short-cuts and has moral fibers that stretch more than Lycra. Politicians buy 

their undies at the Bad Saturn store. Bad Saturn makes decisions and then sticks others 

with the responsibility for fulfilling them or cleaning up the mess.  

Libra is the sign associated with love and relationships, but that’s a simplistic 

understanding of this sign. Libra is about the balance (or lack of it) in how people relate 

to one another. The basis of all relationships is trust. It’s hard to relate to someone 

who’s proven untrustworthy. The person who’s aware of dealing with an untrustworthy 

person shuts down and closes off the connection. That’s pure Saturn! Limits and 

boundaries get locked into place. For the unaware person, or for the person who 

rationalizes about their relationships, the lack of boundaries will suck them in again and 

again. Although underrated in this respect, Saturn has a lot to do with relationships, 

especially the ones that last. Venus prompts the attraction between two individuals, but 

Saturn supplies or withholds the longevity.  

Where Libra is associated with relationship dynamics, Aquarius takes relationships to a 

group level through the medium of social responsibility. Good Saturn follows through 

and gets the fund-raiser details organized, solicits donations and volunteers, and hangs 

up bunting to decorate the hall. Bad Saturn promises to do these things and then 

doesn’t show up.  

Psychologically, Saturn represents the shadow side of the personality. These are the 

traits that sabotage, undermine, and limit personal progress and evolution. Here again 

Saturn is tied to karma. As an enemy of the Sun and Moon, the shadow includes traits 

and habits that undermine emotional wellness and physical vitality. Vices and addictions 

impact the body’s wellness, reduce the life span and drain the life force. As an anti-

Moon, Saturn roils around in the underworld of the subconscious mind provoking 

nightmares, depression, and insomnia. Dark emotions can become a kind of inner 

prison. The individual is trapped in the mind with a lack of joy, comfort, and pleasure (all 

Moon traits).  

In dealing with Saturn, one must pass through a dark portal somewhere. Whether the 

portal is encountered during an intimate or family relationship, in a work or community 

setting, in struggling with physical or emotional wellness, at some point during a life 

time, Saturn will make his presence felt with limits, heavy demands, losses or isolation. 

That black moment will seem to last forever, because the Lord of Time can make the 
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minutes become hours. But once the person is freed from the Saturnian experience, 

wisdom is within reach.  

Be aware that this new wisdom will be tested! In one of his characteristic tricky moves, 

Saturn will swiftly present the individual with something quite similar to what has just 

been overcome. In the case of love, there’s a new amour with a different face and name, 

but with the same rotten patterns as the previous lover. The test is to spot the trick 

before you fall into it again. That’s wisdom!  

Saturn is the essence of parental discipline. “Eat all of your broccoli,” or “do your home 

work before watching television,” he says. Going through a phase of rebelliousness and 

a battle for independence is normal. But the end of that phase lands the individual at 

Saturn’s threshold and makes him responsible for his actions and decisions. People 

either embrace this phase or turn into children in adult bodies. Aging is inevitable, but 

growing up is optional. With Saturn around, it’s usually best to become older and wiser.  

Since Saturn has been around for so long, he’s occupied many roles and costumes. 

Here’s a few of the ones that will be quite familiar: the Grim Reaper, the Old Man in the 

Mountain, the Sage, the Parent, the Time Lord, the High Priest (or Hierophant), the 

Teacher, the Disciplinarian, the Grandparent, the Museum Curator (who takes care of 

old/ancient things), the Antique Collector, the Proctor, and the Garbage Man. And that’s 

just a few.  

I leave you with the words of the immortal Maxine, “When life seems like an uphill climb, 

take comfort in the fact that you’re mooning everyone behind you.”  

………………… 

Elizabeth Hazel is an astrologer, tarotist, author, and Saturn junkie. You can view her 

weekly horoscope column, Third Rock Almanac, at www.womensradio.com. Liz gives 

private readings; for more information about the services she offers, contact her at 

ehazel@bex.net or through her website at www.kozmic-kitchen.com, where you can 

purchase her “Whispering Tarot” deck and book.  

  

http://www.womensradio.com/
mailto:ehazel@bex.net
http://www.kozmic-kitchen.com/
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Spirited Veil by Crone Garnet Hawk 

 

Spirited Veil 

The Spirit's of the dead are strong this Samhain Eve 

Dancing amongst us to bring our minds light 

They know our intentions and won't take flight 

Revealing the veil that makes this eve our Great Mother's Rite 

The rite of darkness, the veil of light, being as clear as possible on this Ritual night 

Bringing us closer as we can possibly be, to those gone before us.  

Closer to loved ones and more. 

As this world unfolds on this glorious night 

All this alluring to celebrate our New Years rite 

So Mote it Be 

 

Crone Garnet Hawk  

Samhain 2009 

Albuquerque,NM 

 

The Crone: Light of the Sun, Dark of the Moon by Jessica North-O’Connell 

 

 “The Crone...has gained control of the sacred fire...she keeps the inner fire burning.” (1)  

She is the Grandmother, the Healer, the Wisewoman; she has seen much and has done 

many things. Once she was revered for her experience and wisdom. She is who all 

women aspire to and many women have the opportunity to become. Yet she is often 

ignored, abandoned and even despised by mainstream North American society, a legacy 

we have inherited from a misogynistic worldview, relentlessly evolved over the last 5000 

years. 

The Crone is an archetype of the very ancient Solar Feminine expression, she who is the 

‘eternal flame,’ she who is known as Great-Aunt Tiger of Korea, China, Siberia; 

Amaterasu of Japan; Hathor/Sekhmet of Egypt; Saule of the Baltic Sea region; Sunnu of 

the Northern European countries; Maidu of Southwestern America; Seqinek of the Inuit, 

and many other names; she who shines for all. She reminds us all that we each embody 
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our own star as individuality, personal identity and “life purpose.” Our “lights” may 

become obscured but we cannot extinguish them. 

Her icons and symbols include the mirror, the well, the wheel (or spinning wheel) the 

sacred tree of heaven, the tiger and the cave. Every time you look into a mirror and see 

your own reflection, it is a reverent prayer to her. 

As guardian or purveyor of wisdom, the Goddess Sophia is her representative, the Divine 

Feminine of biblical, gnostic and the apocryphal philosophic traditions, the World Soul. 

Also, she is the personification of memory, Mnemosyne, the first Muse of Greek 

mythology, perhaps simply because she has something to remember! Patriarchy under 

the guise of Apollo, (who appropriated the domain of the arts from Athene), split her 

into a multitude of aspects to limit her power, though she retained the power of 

inspiration in all her phases. Grandmother Mnemosyne became first three, then nine or 

even twelve different Muses, all ultimately under the authority of Apollo. (2)  

The Crone fell increasingly into disfavor as the Classical Greek concept of woman-as-

property spread, having outgrown her usefulness as a baby-making machine, her body 

becoming less resilient and therefore less able to perform physical labor, her intrinsic 

human value was easy to overlook, especially if she was silenced as, indeed, often she 

was. Qualities attributed to her via her Goddesses were appropriated by representatives 

of her male descendants: Chronos, lord of time and matter, (a reflection of Maya, she 

who weaves the fabric of the material realms) and the perpetually-young Apollo, the 

Sun God who seized dominion over art, song, poetry, medicine, oracles etc., are but two.  

Yet it is the defiantly un-silenced voice of the Crone and her fearless activity in the 

service of her daughters, granddaughters and ultimately women everywhere which 

reminds us of our ever-present link to her through all women who have gone before. 

She is no less important to men, as she birthed them all, and we now see how society’s 

disparagement of her has transmigrated and is being perpetrated against her male 

counterpart, the “elderly gentleman.” 

“In the beginning, woman really was the sun. She was a true person. Now woman is the 

moon, she depends on others for her life and reflects the light of others....”(3) 

Research shows that in cultures which recognized a female solar deity, the moon was 

usually considered male, with the exception of the Celts who recognized both lights as 
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being female in nature. (Lugh of the Long Arm represented the light of the summer 

months, or the sun's rays.) Because of this, it is possible that other cultures may also 

have recognized the sun and moon both as aspects of the feminine. Perhaps it was in 

someone’s interest of “balance” that so many records have reached us which show the 

sun and moon to be of opposite genders. 

The Greeks recognized Hestia, virgin Goddess of the central hearth and keeper of the 

sacred eternal flame, as the most esteemed of their pantheon. While the Classical myths 

tell us that it was Zeus who gave her status (...”seated in the midst of the celestial 

dwelling-place(4) she receives the richest part of sacrifices, and among men she is of all 

the deities the most venerated...”) (5), in truth Hestia’s story and status predates Classical 

times, as do the stories of many other Goddesses of Greece. Oaths sworn on Hestia’s 

name were considered inviolate and all important documents were signed within her 

temple. She was the fire in the centre of the earth, according to Pythagoras (6), and as 

such represents that part of the sun which broke away to become our planet. She 

sought “refuge” from marriage, having been courted by both Poseidon and Apollo, who 

may well have taken her place as a solar deity, seeking to submerge her matrilineal 

(solar) culture through “marriage,” such as was accomplished by Zeus through his 

“marriage” to Hera. 

Regardless of whether or not the pre-Classical Greeks considered Hestia a solar deity, 

they certainly seemed to regard the moon as female and three-fold, the Triple Goddess. 

The Triple Goddess can be seen to represent three phases of a woman’s life, those of 

maiden, mother and crone. In the Greek pantheon, Artemis is representative of the 

maiden aspect or waxing (growing) moon, Selene is the mother or full moon and Hecate 

is the crone aspect, the waning (shrinking) moon, though apparently Classical Hecate 

was never artistically represented as an old woman, only as a mature one with great 

influence. Together they form the life cycle of birth, death and rebirth. 

Hecate herself pre-dates the Classical period of Greece and is possibly of Thracian (7) or 

Egyptian (8) origin. A pre-Olympian deity, i.e., existing before the introduction of Zeus 

and his contemporaries, she is equal in power to Zeus himself, the only Goddess so 

recognized. “Hecate is...connected with the feminine in independence from the 

masculine...the Artemis-Hecate Archetype was rather feared by the patriarchs because, if 

pursued by women, it could lead to their developing a sense of an independence from 

the masculine...”(9) 
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Originally a Triple Goddess in her own right, she is said to have had dominion over the 

heavens, the earth and the underworld until, in Classical times she came to be identified 

only with her Underworld aspect and the darkening moon. She is Guardian of the Three-

Way Crossroads (Hecate Trevia or Trivia), keeper of the secrets of magic, sorcery and 

divination, queen of the night, mistress of the mysteries - birth, life and death. Roaming 

the night with her hounds, flaming torch in hand, she has the power to grant wealth and 

blessings or to withhold these at her discretion. Her familiars are the dog, serpent and 

horse and she is sometimes said to be three-headed, each head one of her animals. Her 

symbols are the key, the scourge and the dagger. 

Her Egyptian origins derive her from the midwife Goddess Hekt, Hakit, Hequit, Heket or 

Hekat. She is said to have assisted at the birth of the sun each morning. Her familiar is 

the frog, which is still associated with both the Crone and the wisewomen called 

Witches, and is representative of the fetus as the promise and symbol of rebirth. Like her 

Indian counterpart, Kali-ma (who was also once herself a Triple Goddess until the 

introduction of the patriarchal philosophy of Hinduism), Hecate is associated with the 

end of life and is responsible for the Underworld journey which results in the soul’s 

ultimate reincarnation. 

“Hekate is the goddess of all composting materials as her gift of fertility from the 

underworld. From death and decomposition come the fertile substance that ensures and 

vitalizes new life. In her emanation as age, change, deterioration, decay, and death, she 

finds the seeds for new life in the composting heap of decomposing forms.”(10) 

Every woman knows this process intimately as her own menstrual cycle. When 

menstruation ceases, as we ourselves become crones, the power inherent in the blood is 

said to be retained, resulting in wisdom. 

During the Middle Ages, as the (misogynistic) influence of the Christian Church 

increased, (and the power of women was further deteriorated), Hecate became known 

as the Queen of the Witches and was said to enter into the bodies of those women 

accused of being practitioners of the “Craft of the Wise.” As women became more 

oppressed, Hecate became more feared and despised, demonized and relegated to the 

underworld of human consciousness, the unconscious realms. 

There she awaits us with her hounds, her torch in hand, to guide us to the riches of our 

own power and potential which lie buried within each of us, our birthright. As we 
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respect those who have gone before us, we welcome her. As we disabuse ourselves of 

the fear of ageing, we free her to show us the way. As we assume our own power and 

wisdom, we embody her in the service of all humanity. 

Blessed be 

Copyright, 1995, 2001, Jessica North-O’Connell 

NOTES:  

(1) Vicki Noble, Motherpeace, cited by Ffiona Morgan, Wild Witches Don't Get the 
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(2) Dawn Kolokithas, “The Mother of Memory,” Gnosis: A Journal of the Western Inner 

Traditions, Fall, 1989, p. 40 

(3) Hiratsuka Raicho, The Hidden Sun, cited by Patricia Monaghan, O, Mother Sun!, 

Freedom, The Crossing Press, 1994, p. 9 

(4) emphasis mine 

(5) Robert Graves, ed., New Larousse Encyclopedia of Mythology, Toronto, Hamlyn, 

1982, p.136 

(6) Barbara G. Walker, The Woman's Encyclopedia of Myths and Secrets, San 

Francisco, Harpoer & Row, 1983, p. 400 

(7) Patricia Monaghan, Goddesses and Heroines, St. Paul, Llewellyn Publications, 1990, 
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(9) Adam McLean, The Triple Goddess: An Exploration of the Archetypal Feminine, 

Grand Rapids, Phanes Press, 1989, p. 68 

(10) Demetra George, Mysteries of the Dark Moon: The Healing Power of the Dark 

Goddess, San Francisco, HarperSanFrancisco, 1992, p, 146 
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The Girdle of Ishtar: Astrology and Everywoman by Jessica North-

O'Connell 

ASTROLOGICAL OUTLOOK FOR THE SEASON OF SAMHAIN 2010 

As the Sun sets on October 31, the Sun in depth-oriented Scorpio shares that sector of 

sky with Venus and the asteroid Vesta. The season looks like one during which we can 

find restoration of our inner selves through social interactions and a renewed focus on 

the “hearth.” Venus retrograde suggests that we may forgo larger social gatherings in 

favor of more intimate and theme-oriented events, such as Moon Circles and rituals. 

In the ancient world, Vesta represented the sacredness and profound importance of the 

hearth, heart of the home, and Venus was associated with the kitchen gardens, where 

the food prepared at the hearth was grown. With pragmatic Mercury close to Vesta also 

in Scorpio, this is a good time to take a look at how we nourish ourselves, both 

nutritionally and spiritually, and make the decision to share our own bounty with others, 

whether it be food, grace or solace. Moon in Leo supports the spirit of generosity and 

urges us to celebrate the lighter side of life as we enter the season of darkness.  

Mars and the asteroid Pallas Athene, both in philosophical Sagittarius, bring emphasis to 

truth and justice, reminding us that there is a difference between natural and man-made 

laws, and encouraging us to do what we know is right. Saturn in Libra in friendly aspect 

to Pallas Athene lends gravity, form and order to any resolutions undertaken during this 

season, so this isn't a time to make promises lightly. Saturn will expect us to follow 

through, and Juno in Virgo will ensure that's “down to the last detail” of any contract we 

make with others. 

Jupiter and Uranus, both still retrograde in Pisces, continue to offer us the opportunity 

for expanded awareness in the areas of individuality and innovation, though it may take 

us awhile to fully understand and implement our insights. While Pisces may encourage 

us to practice compassion and lead with heart, we need to guard against old practices 

that could lead instead to our own self-undoing. 

Neptune and Chiron, also both retrograde in Aquarius, are likely to have us 

reconsidering ideas of own woundedness and healing, though we will have to keep our 

wits about us in order to avoid falling under the spell of illusion, then arguing to defend 

it. Intuition plays a role in keeping us on track, if we honor it. 
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It's that Plutonian time of year, so Pluto's Capricornian agenda underscores everything. 

As we dream, create and build the “new world,” we are urged to “keep it real and keep it 

practical”! 

THE SIGNS 

Aries: You're energized by Mars in Sagittarius right now though, no doubt, you also 

notice how Saturn in Libra is imposing some restrictions. Use this time to balance 

activity with rest. If you need some new projects, this is a good time to organize your life 

for the upcoming winter so you're not distracted by those details later. You can think 

outside the box, but actually doing it is another matter. 

Taurus: This is a time of the ultimate balancing act, as the Sun, Mercury and Venus 

oppose your sign. What this can do for you, though, is offer you the opportunity to get 

an “eagle's-eye view” of the situation, if you can keep an emotional distance from the 

issues. Not a time to push for innovations but then you naturally prefer to stick to the 

tried-and-true anyway. Light a fire in the hearth and eat some bonbons (no, not the stuff 

in the kids' Halloween bags!) 

Gemini: A great time to escape into the realm of fantasy with a good book – just 

remember not to get lost there, as Neptune/Chiron can make it very easy for you to 

dance away into your imagination, and Jupiter/Uranus, not to mention all those other 

personal planets in water signs, and the disappearing daylight, can make a “swamp trip” 

seem almost appealing right now.  

Cancer: You really feel like you want to tackle those household tasks – so why wait till 

spring when every nook and cranny needs your attention right now? With so much 

support from the preponderance of planets in water signs, go for it, if your schedule 

allows. You'll appreciate the feeling of being well organized. 

Leo: Lots of stimulation coming from all those challenging aspects to your sign right 

now. Might as well get into an exercise program to help burn off all the excess energy. 

Better yet, how about salsa or belly dance classes? Then you can really wow them at all 

those holiday parties you'll want to be attending. And the costumes are wonderful! 

Virgo: It's hard to stick to the “straight and narrow” when Jupiter/Uranus keeps 

prompting you to let loose. There's no harm in letting that “proper” facade slip a bit – 
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sex was once considered a sacrament. Trying something new may well get you in touch 

with your powerful inner Queen. 

Libra: With Saturn transiting your sign for the next couple of years, you may feel a bit 

restricted, but turn this to your advantage by eliminating whatever you've “outgrown.” 

Who knows, perhaps some of those items would make great gifts! Or, you can have one 

great garage sale in the spring, then buy yourself some nice new lovely with the 

proceeds, or even donate to your favorite cause. 

Sagittarius: Busy, busy, busy, but then when are you ever not? Mars energizes you right 

now and Moon makes you want to get out and play. Use this remarkable season to help 

others lighten the mood and get in touch with their own spiritual natures.  

Capricorn: Pluto's long transit through your sign will have you returning regularly to 

contemplating power – what it is and what it isn't – in the coming years. As 

Sun/Mercury/Venus transit Scorpio, you may find yourself quite preoccupied for the 

next few weeks. Perhaps you feel that it's up to you to get out there and change the 

world, but just remember that “charity begins at home.” 

Aquarius: If you haven't gotten completely lost in the ether zone of Neptune in your 

sign by now, you're probably not going to. Don't get cocky, though, as challenging 

aspects from Sun/Mercury/Venus in Scorpio right now could tempt you into seeking an 

escape. Movies are good – watch them, even write a couple of scripts, like “Chasing the 

Centaur,” about Chiron's relevance to our current culture? “Half-man, half-beast...he can 

suffer but he can't die. How do we live with him?” 

Pisces: Wow, some of your friends may not recognize you anymore, with all the 

morphing you've been going through over the last while – or perhaps the best is yet to 

come, when Jupiter and Uranus turn direct in November and December, respectively. 

Some of us will be watching closely as the veils part, revealing the “new you.” 

Shakespeare said it: “To thine own self be true.” 

BIO:  

Jessica North-O'Connell is a founding Priestess of Thirteenth House Mystery School, 

Victoria, B.C., and Faerie Mound Covenstead, Lake Cowichan, B.C., on beautiful Vancouver 

Island. She is currently developing The School for Magical Studies, does private readings 

and teaches classes in Tarot, Astrology and Belly dancing. Email: therapeia@shaw.ca 
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Thrice-Born Athene, Part 1 by Barbara Ardinger, Ph.D 

 

This story comes from a long novel about a daughter of a sun goddess that I never 

finished because the girl went down into a cave under a temple and refused to come up 

again. (That happens sometimes. Your characters don’t always cooperate with you.) In the 

novel, Athene is a mentor to the girl. This is her story.  

My first birth was in the northern part of the dark continent to the south of the wine-

dark sea. I was born in a many-chambered pale palace beside a clear lake, born in a 

frescoed room and received into the world by a tribe of strong dark women. I was the 

firstborn of the queen of that tribe, Metis the Wise, holder of the sacred serpents and 

painter of wild scenes on tall red cliffs. I was the daughter of daughters from the 

beginning of the earth, and some have called us the Amazons. I knew nothing of that 

name, however, for I was simply a much beloved child of a hundred mothers of our tribe 

who called me their most precious gift. 

I thus had a happy childhood in a flowery land that had known peace for a thousand 

thousand years. As a babe, I was sometimes coddled, sometimes allowed to crawl 

wherever my arms and legs took me. I was praised as often as I was scolded, and no 

matter what mischief I got myself into, I always found at least one pair of maternal arms 

to shelter in, one set of eyes to wink at me. When I reached the proper age—and I admit 

that I led my many sisters in both physical and intellectual growth—I began my 

schooling, and my mothers became my teachers. I learned the arts of the ever-renewing 

moon, the ever-renewing serpent arts, the art of knowing when to speak and when to 

keep silent. (The latter was a difficult lesson for me then and is difficult still.) I learned 

music and mathematics and rhetoric and the books of the laws. I learned the arts of 

peace and defensive warfare.  

But don’t think I was always in the schoolroom. I also spun and wove and dyed. I made 

pots and baskets. I sowed and harvested and baked bread. I ran in the monthly races 

and sometimes won. I learned archery and rode our wild horses that never let any man 

touch them. 

At night, I studied with our elder women and with those who came to our flowery land 

from the darker tribes far across the wild southern deserts. Later, I went to study with 

the imperial folk who built their still-standing pyramids beside the endless eastern river 
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and—can you believe it?—with the tall pale folk who had come searching for us from 

their islands across the northern seas. I studied with all these great folk and danced with 

their daughters, and loved them, too. 

We never thought our world would end. We worshipped the Great Mother in all Her 

names and aspects and seasons, and we honored Her in Her realms above and below 

and around the earth. We lived in harmony and industry, and we never thought our 

world would end. 

Now some today say that we were a race of women warriors, ferocious and merciless. 

Indeed, I myself have carried a shield and hurled a spear. But that was later. Some 

remember us only as the wild female warrior we were forced to make ourselves into 

because we had to defend ourselves. Some say that we scorned all men, all contact with 

the male race, that we killed or exposed our male babies or gave them away without 

remorse. 

But I remember. And I tell you the truth. I remember that we did live apart. We lived 

around a clear lake, whereas the pale ones lived in the wooded lands and in the cities, 

and we thought their women were their captives. But we welcomed all who came as 

honored guests. We shared our land’s bounty with them. We studied with them and 

they with us. And, yes, we did give them our male children to raise after weaning. We 

were good neighbors and we honored our treaties. We contested at festivals and fairs, 

competed in games of body and mind, and we won as often as they. We were good 

neighbors, and we never thought our world would end. 

But it did end. My mother and my sisters are all gone now. The grandmothers and 

sisters of our tribe are gone and scattered and dead. Our clear lake and sacred land 

were invaded by hoards of hairy men from the northern steppes and the hard 

mountains, by the cunning warriors and wanderers from steep and rocky lands across 

the wine-dark sea. We were overcome by pale, grasping men who thought themselves 

civilized. And though we fought, though we defended ourselves and gave as good as we 

got, though we fought with the craftiness of serpents and the ferocity of bears, we were 

only a small tribe. To put it simply, we were outnumbered. All they had to do was bring 

their conscripted armies to our land, season after season, and at last they prevailed. 

We never thought our world would end. 
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They were as many and as hard as the stones of their infertile soil. I witnessed the 

looting and torching of our frescoed rooms, even the room I was born in, and when I 

saw what happened to our home I wished only to die. Insulted and raped and raped 

again, I wished to join my dead mother and her dead mother. I wished to join my sisters, 

so many of them now gone into the shadowy places under the earth. 

I wished to die, and I was indeed close to death when I was carried off by the bloody 

hero who fancied me. I longed to die every time he violated my body, every time he 

crushed my mind.  

I strove to die. 

But I was carried away live, like many a priestess, like many a princess, a trophy for the 

warrior. I was held in his warship as it sailed across the wine-dark sea to his hard, arid, 

hilly land. Weak though I was, men fought over me. Eventually, I was seized by the chief 

of that infertile land. I was claimed by their god-king Dyaus, whom you know by his 

commoner name, Zeus. I was claimed as his prize of war and flung into his harem until I 

should become strong enough to bear his weight upon me in mating.  

And still I longed to die. 

But I survived. I survived in his harem among his other captive wives. I survived among 

the thousand queens and princesses and priestesses of lands that the armies of the 

god-king Zeus had invaded. Some of these captive women were resigned to their bitter, 

shadowy lives in his palace. They sat in silence, weeping for their memories, but they did 

as they were told. Others fought. They remembered that they were free-born women, 

that they had been queens and priestesses. They remembered their lost lands and their 

vanished peoples. They remembered their true states, and they fought.  

She who fought hardest and longest was Hera, not the first wife of the upstart god-king 

Zeus but his most prized possession because her realm had been the greatest upon the 

earth. She was most prized by the upstart god-king because her temples and 

sanctuaries and sacred precincts were the oldest and most renowned in those northern 

lands. She who fought hardest was Hera, and Hera became my second mother. 

I was adopted by that great queen, now captive and reduced to housewifery. I was 

adopted by the great queen who was forever, proudly, one-in-herself. I learned much 

from her. I learned to watch and wait and work with the cycles of time. I learned when to 
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complain and when to be forceful, when to be meek and when to be crafty. I learned 

when to listen openly and when to listen from the closet, when to speak and how to 

curve my words into labyrinths of meaning. All these things, and more, I learned from 

Hera, captive herself but ever free. And I was healed by her. I came back to life, my body 

healed by her herbs, my mind healed by the example she set before me, day by day. I 

came back to life in the harem of the mean and petty god-king Zeus. That was my 

second birth. 

To be continued 

Barbara Ardinger, Ph.D. (www.barbaraardinger.com), is the author of Pagan Every Day: 

Finding the Extraordinary in Our Ordinary Lives, a unique daybook of daily meditations, 

stories, and activities. Her earlier books include Goddess Meditations, Finding New 

Goddesses (a parody of goddess encyclopedias), and Quicksilver Moon (a realistic novel … 

except for the vampire). Her day job is freelance editing for people who have good ideas 

but don’t want to embarrass themselves in print. To date, she has edited more than 200 

books, both fiction and nonfiction, on a wide range of topics. Barbara lives in southern 

California. 

Who Are You? by H. Byron Ballard 

Who Are You? 

Tomorrow is my family reunion. Sort of. It’s actually the reunion of some Ballards that I 

have a relationship with back about six generations. My great-great-something and 

their great-great something were siblings. We’ve never quite worked it out but they are 

a welcoming group and I try to show up there every October to hang out with people 

who are so different from me that they begin the business portion of the gathering by 

singing “Faith of Our Fathers” but they don’t like to sing very loudly. A friend—who is 

also a distant cousin—is going to attend this year and though we do not share the 

religious sentiments of the majority, we will sing loudly. We are also planning to wear 

hats, because I am feeling very hattish this year. 

So where is this interface between our ancient Pagan longing for Ancestor veneration 

and the family reunions and genealogy that are such a part of many Americans’ lives? 

When do you cross that invisible line between keeping a memory fresh, keeping a small 

http://www.barbaraardinger.com/
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box of your mother’s ashes and a more religious observance of those who have gone 

before you? 

When I was younger, I remember reading about folks in foreign lands who participated 

in “ancestor worship.” There was always a sense that they were backwards and primitive. 

Good heavens! Ancestor worship! How quaint. 

Our deeply–meshed cultural overlay of Protestant Christianity has led us to believe that 

time and history move in a forceful, linear fashion and that those people who are not 

monotheists, who do not agree with the notion of one sky-god tripley-aspected, are 

hopelessly outdated. Generally that sentiment leads to a mission trip, softened by the 

vague do-goodery of building a school or clinic but whose real objective is to bring the 

Word to the benighted.  

When these monotheist missionaries enter into relationship with tribal people, both 

parties are changed. Our purpose here is not to decide how that change works upon the 

subjects but to try to re-weave a whole cloth from the shreds of European tribalism and 

these encounters with modern tribes. Through this lens, we can begin to reconstruct and 

re-invent—to re-member—what we were like as a people who honored the dead. 

Contrary to the world of Chick tracks and horror flicks, our Ancestors probably had a 

cozy relationship with the dead, as many modern tribal folk do. Neolithic farmers 

throughout Europe raised great necropolises, often on hilltops. These palaces for the 

dead dominated and continue to dominate landscapes in odd corners of Western and 

Old Europe. One of the more famous is the Bru Na Boinne, the reconstructed necropolis 

of Newgrange in County Meath, Ireland. 

Tourists and pilgrims coming to this beloved attraction in the Boyne Valley first enter a 

visitor center, complete with gift shop. There are tours that take us into the heart of the 

monument, beneath a corbelled stone roof that hasn’t leaked in five thousand years. 

The tour guides have charming accents and there is a lighting effect that mimics the sun 

shining down the eastern passageway on the morning of the Winter Solstice. 

What must the Descendants have thought, as they worked to create a town and a life in 

the fertile valley below? Did they look over their shoulders in fear, waiting for the touch 

of a spectral hand? Did they make offering to their dead relatives, hopeful that they’d 

stay in the stone palace on the hill? 
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We haven’t a clue, of course. These long-ago Irish didn’t keep ledgers or careful 

notebooks of their thoughts and deeds. They left behind a veil of myth and the fierce 

movement of triple spirals and lozenges carved into the breast of the cool stone. 

The first time I visited Newgrange, I was also fortunate to spend some time at the Hill of 

the Witch, the Sliev na Cailleach. No visitor center, no glamorous restoration—just sheep 

and wind and tiny flowers in the grass. But in that place I fancied I could feel the spirit of 

those ancient Ancestors. And they weren’t cowering in fear of those who had gone 

before—they were getting on with the business of life, which also includes the business 

of death. They were building houses and making babies, honoring the spirits of the land 

and the souls of their departed as they had since time-before-time. There was laughter 

and song and dancing, all under the watchful eye of the Elders who had made the 

transition from matter to spirit.  

I like to think that we Americans—people who know no tribe really, who are scattered 

amongst the states like those tiny flowers at the Sliev—could come to think of our dead 

the same way. Not as punitive spirit beings, observing our behavior with a jaundiced 

and disapproving eye, but as mature spiritual allies who love us because we are theirs.  

No roving, baleful ghosts bent on inflicting terror on those warm, embodied folks 

around them, these Ancestors bring us wisdom when we can hear it, enjoy our triumphs, 

mourn our tragedies. As we approach the season of Samhain, as the veil between the 

worlds thins to its biannual transparency, they are there with advice and maybe a poem 

or song. They have stories to tell us about who they were and who we are because of 

that deep and tribal connection. 

Let us then honor our dead as our progenitors. Let us listen to the quiet voices bringing 

us news of that other country. There are answers there to questions we have not yet 

asked. As we begin to know more of them—besides the simple data of dates and 

names—we begin to know more of us.  

When we attend those family reunions and hear the stories of long-dead kindred, we 

are participating in a kind of Ancestor veneration that is older than recorded time. As we 

retell the stories, we give them a breath of life again. The great and cyclical Wheel turns 

and lives take their natural course-- we may hope that one day we will likewise be 

remembered, as we achieve a kind of familial immortality through the telling of our 

stories. 
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Blessed Samhaintide to you and yours. Remember, Ancestors are the Reason for the 

Season! 

Byron Ballard 

Asheville's Village Witch 

www.citizen-times.com/villagewitch 

 

Wishing You a Happy New Year by Angie Skelhorn 
 

Summer is almost at the point where the season is merely a memory. During the 

autumn months the temperatures are trying to cool while the wind sweeps the leaves 

trying to change color as it moves the treetops. Autumn is the balance between 

summer's light and winter's dark. The season approaching is one that draws us inward 

and makes us reflective. 

To Witches October 31st is more than trick or treating. 

Know as Samhain (sow-een) to the ancient Celts, is the day on which the Celtic New Year 

and winter begins. Samhain is the end of one year and the beginning of the next. It is a 

time for change, and a time to look to the future. It is the perfect moment to be in touch 

with Spirit Guides and vision of the way you want your life. The veil between the worlds 

of the living and the dead is at its thinnest point of the year making communication 

easier. 

To prepare for the ritual bathe in salt to purify the mind, body, heart and soul. Dressed, 

slip in your pocket a picture of the person you will request to speak with or your Spirit 

Guide. Indoors or out the summoning of spirit is carried out in dawn or dusk in the glow 

of flickering lights of candles. 

A secluded place is necessary, free from interruption, and then the magical circle is 

drawn out. The reason for this is to avoidance of contamination from unfriendly spirits. 

Pause before you say what's on your mind. Focus on the lit candle wick and slowly 

breathe in and out to connect with the ebb and flow of the universe. 

The universe is comprised of an invisible energy which is synchronized and flows 

without static. Interlaced threads move from side to side, intersect, send out ripples and 

http://www.citizen-times.com/villagewitch
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generate a current. Energy swirls around and around in its own inevitable rhythm of 

waves or vibrations on a vast range of different frequencies. The magical energy is, 

above and below heaven and earth, and inhabits all living and non-living things. The 

endless energies can be tapped into. 

Acknowledge what you have already been given. You have many blessings to be 

thankful for. If you woke this morning with a healthy body you are blessed. Some people 

didn't while others didn't wake at all. 

Say aloud: 

I am thankful for the wonderful things in my life. I am grateful for all those mundane 

bounties that can be taken for granted which makes my life more stable - a home, heat, 

hydro, resources to pay bills and food in the fridge. I appreciate my family and friends 

cooperation to make my life more peaceful; for mutual consideration and respect. 

I pray that peace be with my fellow citizens of my community, my country and the world 

at large. 

Call out to your Spirit Guide bidding to appear. 

Spirit Guide who intervenes in my life with guidance and sympathy please come hither. 

I am never afraid of what I know - participate in the process of learning and teaching, to 

fulfill my potential through constructive productivity and whatever state I am in, to be 

content. 

In the previous year there were many ups and downs that I dealt with. Trouble is part of 

life. Failure builds character. I acknowledge what has been done; and what remains to be 

done. 

This year I will strive to ---- 

Take time to visualize yourself being the person you want to be, living the life you 

desire. 

Say aloud: 

Spirit Guide, I request your assistance along the way in the coming year.  

Say farewell and then close the circle. Blessed Be. 
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For a variety of reasons, people who have died visit the earthly plane. I don't believe 

they cut ties or release their attachments to the people they love and care for. If you 

believe communication with the dead or spirit, it is possible. 

Angie has been a student of the magical arts since 1996. Her interests include tarot, and 

other forms of divination, astrology, spell-casting, healing and spirituality, mythology, 

folklore, and fairy tales. She is the author of On the Edge and No Reins coming soon. Her 

website http://www.Witchskel.com http://Youtube.com/user/TheWitchskel 

http://AngieSkelhorn.com  
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